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Western Limpopo’s

Hidden
treasure
Following on our African Ivory Route trip to the eastern section of
Limpopo, published in the July issue, our team travelled to the western
region around Blouberg and the Makgabeng area. Rich in history and
great for lovers of the bushveld, it’s a destination easily accessible in a
compact SUV such as the Hyundai ix35
Text and photography: Anzet du Plessis
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Hyundai’s ix35 has 170mm ground clearance
which makes for a nice balance between on-road
handling and dirt road obstacle avoidance.
Left: Limpopo is truly one of the most understated
provinces of South Africa – which works well in
favour of adventurers that prefer to go out with a
paper map and discover an area for themselves! It’s
also a great winter destination. The nights are still
cold but in daytime the weather is wonderful.
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Our trusty steed: Hyundai’s
popular ix35
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En route to Nylsvley
Try these stops to top up on food and cold drinks,
though there isn’t much by way of supplies.
Lina Pizza: 087 820-4433
S24 40 30.6 E028 26 25.0
Chilli Hotspot farm stall: 072 392-1792
S24 40 30.6 E028 30 44.4

The Nylsvley Nature Reserve is a short drive from
Johannesburg and is the ideal weekend breakaway if you
just want a quiet retreat to walk around and enjoy nature.
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Above: The atmosphere at Nylsvley is very
relaxed, and makes up for the lack of big
game. Below: Our accommodation at Nylsvley,
which has a great variety in terms of pricing,
catering for all budgets.
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Nylsvley Nature Reserve
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Right: In terms of gravel handing, the
ix35 is difﬁcult to fault. The traction
control system is basic but effective,
noise levels very low for its price
class and there are no rattles or
vibrations in the cabin.
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En Route to Masebe
Telekeshi Community Development Project
Stop over at Telekeshi, which is used
intermittently as a research centre. It’s a good
source of information on the area. The project
provides accommodation and conference
facilities and is a great location for groups.
The traditionally styled “village” set-up is a
few kilometres from the Masebe Reserve.

we stayed at on this trip as well as on the
previous trip to Modjadjiskloof. He was to
be our guide for the next few days, and a
more informed and passionate person could
not possibly be found.

Doorndraai Dam Nature
Reserve
Doorndraai is a small reserve built around
the dam. Although it is not supposed to have
!"#$%&'"()*&+#"#*+%,#*-##.*"%"#*(/0+1*.0(*'2*
leopards and jackals.
A project to drop fences between the
reserve and a neighbouring private game
park would greatly improve game viewing,
but for now the various antelope, warthog
and zebra draw visitors – along with the large
!'!34%1*'.*'2*5%"!*/.*&+#*$%67*
There is plenty of bird life as some of them
visit the area for the same reason that most
!#'!4#*$'*8*&'*9*(+:*;%5<*%*!/5./5*43.5+*&'*

enjoy next to the dam.
=+#*%-431*'.*2%5/4/1*#(*%"#*54#%.*%.$*>#44*
maintained – and the last of their kind you
may see for a few hours.
There are campsites in the reserve,
which forms part of the Greater Entabeni
Conservancy, as well as a caravan park.

Nthubu to Masebe
The Masebe Nature Reserve is also a
predator-free park, but various cats and
jackals do occur naturally in the area, so be
aware of that. The Nthubu camp lies hidden,
deep within the reserve, and is unfenced but
well sign-posted.
The large safari tents are well spread out
and make for quite a private stay. There
is an excellent communal kitchen and a
deck overlooking a shallow valley and the
Nthubu River. There’s a small bridge over
the currently dry riverbed and its dense

"##$()*>+/5+*5%30+&*9*"#*/.*?@@A:*=+#*B*%6#(*
spread rapidly through the reeds and burnt
$'>.*&+#*'4$*$#5<*%"'3.$*%*-#%31*234*
boerboonboom, as well as the kitchen and
one of the safari tents.
Since then, a large new deck and wellstocked kitchen facility have been built – and
6'"#*!"#5%31*'.(*%"#*-#/.0*&%<#.*%0%/.(&*
>/4$9*"#(:*
=+#*(&%C**(!#%<*.'(&%40/5%44D*%-'3&*&+#*'4$*
tree, which used to cast its shade over the
</&5+#.*%"#%:*E&F(*(1*44*-#%31*234)*#,#.*/.*/&(*
lifeless state, and gives character to the camp.
=+#"#*/(*.'*#4#5&"/5/&D)*-3&*5%6!*(&%C**
put out lanterns in the evening. It would
.#,#"&+#4#((*-#*>/(#*&'*+%,#*('6#*4/0+1*.0*'2*
your own.
This is a self-drive reserve, with a challenging
route that’s safe for a compact SUV like the
ix35 but not suitable for sedans. The Hyundai’s
3.$#"G03%"$*!"'&#51*'.*5%6#*/.*+%.$D*

Nylsvley Nature
Reserve
S24 38 50 E028 39 52.6
Gates open:
1 Sept-30 April: 06h00 to 18h00
1 May-31 August: 06h30 to 17h30
Entrance: Adults: R15, Children 6-12
and pensioners: R10
Vehicles: R25 (extra charges for
bicycles, trailers and combis)
Accommodation:
Nyslvley has six campsites, four
two-bedroom cottages, one sixbedroom guesthouse and a group
camp facility that sleeps 36 people.
The latter is great for birding groups
and school tours. It is basic but
clean and well maintained.
The Spoonbill Restaurant caters
for breakfast and dinner, but all the
free-standing units are self-catering
with braai facilities outside and
crockery/cutlery available.
Rates (check their website for
updates on prices):
Duck Den Chalets: R480 per night
per chalet
Campsite: R30 per person per night
Bicycle for hire: R40 per hour (R60
deposit)
Limpopo Wildlife Resorts:
www.lwr.co.za
Friends of Nylsvley:
www.nylsvley.co.za
Birding route:
www.birdingroutes.co.za/limpopo
Call: 014 743-6925

Narrow bushveld
roads and
middlemannetjies
were no match for
our soft-roader
in the Masebe
reserve, but might
hinder a family
sedan.
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when driving through the tall grass on the
middelmannetjie. There are also a few descents
with loose rocks and thicker soil, so it’s useful to
!"#$%"%#$!&'($%)&*!%+,,-%*."'/,0%',0*.,(1%
Here the ix35 surprised us. This is probably
the furthest from a tar road that the SUV could
safely go, and while the rough route was a
challenge, it wasn’t a stressful one.
The vehicle is easy to control at slow speeds
and you can guide it gently over rocks and
obstacles. In the thick sandy roads on the
)$2*$.0%2&-$%,3%*!$%.$2$.#$4%*!$%'$0*."(%-&5%
lock was used only for a few 200m stretches
that were thicker than usual. It takes a lot of
punishment, and does so without knocking on
suspension travel, catching in the undergrowth
or groaning on steep inclines.
The park covers 4500ha and has few main
roads, but it’s great for hiking, cycling and
$#$0%6(,,70+1%
80$%29$'&"(%":."'/,0%&2%*!$%;<2!="0%
9"&0/0+2%"*%*!$%)$2*$.0%$0-%,3%*!$%9".61%>!$%
2*"5%"*%?*!<;<%'"=9%)&((%*"6$%#&2&*,.2%,0%)"(62%
*!.,<+!%*!$%.$2$.#$4%"0-%*!$%.,'6%9"&0/0+2%".$%
really worth seeing. It’s a bit of a walk, but the
-$*"&(%&0%*!$%9"&0/0+2%&2%&2%$@*.",.-&0".A1%%%%
From Masebe, dirt and tar roads criss-cross
the Makgabeng area along the Mogalakwena
River up to Rebone.
B*%7.2*%+("0'$4%*!$%.$+&,0%="A%2$$=%-$#,&-%
,3%":."'/,024%;<*%*!&2%&2%)!$.$%&*%.$"((A%2*".*2%
to feel like the bushveld. The sand gets redder
and darker as you go north, the villages are
further apart and more rural, and there are
more open vistas.
>!$%("0-2'"9$%!$.$%&2%C<&*$%-&5$.$0*%*,%
*!$%.$2*%,3%D&=9,9,1%>!$%*$.."&0%&2%E"*%"0-%
covered in thorn trees (mostly camel and

Doorndraaidam Reserve offers great views
of the dam that stretches from east to west.
Visitors can fish, canoe or just enjoy a picnic
on the lawns.
Below: Klaas Bonzaaier has a deep passion
for this area and was a driving force behind
the African Ivory Route’s establishment.

;<5"(,%*!,.0F1%>!$.$%".$%"(2,%'"'*<2%9("0*2%"0-%
nabooms, with occasional rocky hills breaking
the skyline.
This is another place where some
$@*.",.-&0".A%;<2!="0%9"&0/0+2%'"0%;$%
3,<0-1%G*H2%),.*!%+$I0+%"%+<&-$%3,.%*!$%
J"6+";$0+%".$"%"2%&*%&2%.&'!%&0%!&2*,.A%-"/0+%
back to the days long before Europeans began
*,%2$:($%,0%*!$%("0-1%
Our guide, Jonas Tlouma, was well read and
"0%";2,(<*$%*.$"2<.$%K',0*"'*%-$*"&(2%,99,2&*$F1%
L$%!"2%*"6$0%;,*!%(,'"(%"0-%&0*$.0"/,0"(%
tourists, historians, geologists and researchers
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and protected the rock art. Tlouma tells
about the ancient people who lived here, and
recorded their stories on the walls of the caves
"0-%'(&521%L$%29$"62%)&*!%+.$"*%9"22&,0%"0-%"%

respect for the past that could only come from a
local person. It was a memorable experience to
walk with him through the Makgabeng.
?,*%,0(A%;<2!="0%9"&0/0+2%;<*%"(2,%
?,.*!$.0%O,*!,%".*%3$"*<.$%,0%*!$%9("*$"<4%
and with his knowledge, Tlouma weaves an
$0*!."((&0+%2*,.A%,3%*!$%9,(&/'"(%"0-%$',0,=&'%
9.$22<.$2%*!"*%&0E<$0'$-%*!$%9$,9($%)!,%(&#$-%
here before him.
The roads around the Makgabeng area are,
again, not made for ordinary sedans, and a
bit of ground clearance is required. They are
=,2*(A%2"0-A%*."'62%"0-%*!$%'$0*."(%-&5%(,'6%
of the ix35 came in handy, although it wasn’t
necessary when momentum was maintained.
The roads wind quickly and sharply, with
thorn trees protruding from all sides. It’s not
a main road, and very few of the locals have
vehicles of their own.

[En route to Blouberg]
Fuel and supplies
OPQ%PR1STU%VPW%QX1UYU%K,0%?ZZF
On the way to Rebone is a small centre with
"%#$.A%;"2&'%2<99(A%2*,.$4%;"6$.A%"0-%72!%"0-%
chips shop. The chips are delicious, the milk is
fresh and the diesel is limited to 500ppm, but
it’s a haven for those running short on supplies.
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Nthubu has five safari tents, each with an en suite bathroom, gas
hob and bucket shower, and a private porch. The tents are far
enough from each other to be quite private. Below: Jonas Tlouma
passionately tells the tail of the bushmen spiritual rituals, depicted in
this small cave.

Masebe Nature Reserve

Blouberg
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En Route to Masebe
Alfa Café (wood, repairs, emergencies)
S24 34 12,2 E28 39 12,6
A little café on the R101 to Naboomspruit. It
didn’t stock anything cold (and their long-life
milk isn’t long-life!) but it will help out with a
spare tyre or wood for the camps.
Doorndraai Dam Reserve
For reservations and prices of the camps and
two-day hiking trails, contact 015 293-3611.

Masebe entrance: S24 31 24.1 E028 42 35,8
Info: www.golimpopo.co.za
Our accommodation: Nthubu Camp
Nthubu is a tented safari camp in the African
Ivory Route trail within the malaria-free
Masebe Reserve. It has five safari tents, and
a wonderfully calm atmosphere. Staff are
well-informed about the area and will take
visitors on hikes through the reserve and to
the bushman painting sites. Pots, cutlery and
crockery are supplied, along with a gas hob.
As with all of the camps, visitors must take
their own wood. There is drinking water,
though many may prefer to have bottled water.
There are also gas hobs in the rooms for a
warm bucket shower.
Nthubu’s safari tents costs R425 per person
per night, with a fully catered stay costing
R1000 per person per night.
www.africanivoryroute.co.za

The Makgabeng
For information on the rock art in the
Makgabeng, the most comprehensive online
resource is Wits University’s website. Navigate
to their geography section and then simply
search for the Makgabeng art article:
www.wits.ac.za. To contact Jonas Tlouama,
tel 078 954-4435
!;'39%J'(",%/5*.%607:$5",$<%O5"+%0%P(05&"%
/''.,&%>,&6,%03'(&.%"+,%-3'(&.$4%':,&%
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7'3,%':,&4%2("%8($"%0$%/,*6'75&-4%/5"+%L%;,%
(&5"$%/5"+%0%-0$%+'2%>'3%"+,%2(6C,"%$+'/,34%0$%
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SOFT-ROADER BREAKAWAY
HYUNDAI IX35 2.0 4X4 DIESEL AT
Hyundai’s ix35 – A soft-roader
for all occasions?
Our diesel ix35 produces 130kW, which was
ample on the open road when paired with the
standard cruise control system. The 392Nm of
torque from a low 1800 r/min is what made it
!"#$%&%'())*)%+,%$&-./)%0-%+$)%1-)%!&-.%&(,"-.%
the Makgabeng and Blouberg areas, and it did
')2)(%+$&-%3)%)45)#+).6%
The six-speed gearbox was easy to live with,
and was especially well geared for the rocky
roads at Masebe.
The 55-litre tank had its limits around the
Blouberg area, where it was necessary to top up
with a small amount of 500ppm, which is not
advisable.
Great features included the Bluetooth handsfree phone system as well as an audi and USB
jack for cellphones and all the gadgetry that our
team travels with.
It’s also a very safe vehicle, with driver,
passenger, side and curtain airbags as
standard. There are front and rear crumple
*,-)!%&-.%!0.)%075&#+%5(,+)#8,-%')&7!6%
The trip computer showed an average fuel
#,-!"758,-%,9%:;:%/0+()!%5)(%<==>7;%3$0#$%

Blouberg camp
Blouberg intersection up to mountain from main
road: at African Ivory Route sign – S23 08 06.4
E028 59 54.7
Our accommodation: The Blouberg thatched
rondavels are secluded and make for a great
retreat. Be sure to book for more than one day
here. Staff can arrange hikes to the top of the
Blouberg, walks to the natural rock pools in
summer and suggest cycling routes and rock
climbing areas.
Kitchen facilities are well stocked, but linen
and firewood are not provided. Bucket showers
with warm water from gas hobs are provided in
each rondavel.
Blouberg rates are R425 per person per night,
sharing, with a 50% discount for children.
Camping rates are also available.
www.africanivoryroute.co.za

was quite good considering the slow going
terrain that made up much of our trip.
We drove just over 1100km and it was quite
clear why the ix35 is popular. It’s an easy vehicle
to live with, and great for road trips.

Above left to right: Our accommodation at the
Blouberg camp was idyllic – it’s the kind of place
one should book several nights at. With sand, of
course, come thorns! Make sure to wear decent
hiking shoes if you’re headed out for a walk! The
Mopane worms are a delicacy to some, and a
Fear Factor episode to others! It’s worth at least
one try to see which side you are on.

The interior is modern, with Aux and Bluetooth
connectivity, satellite controls, cruise control,
comfy leather seats and space-amplifying
windows, windscreen and sunroof.

HYUNDAI IX35 2.0 4X4
ELITE DIESEL AT
Engine: Common rail turbodiesel
Displacement: 1995cc
Power: 130kW @ 4000 r/min
Torque: 392Nm @1800 to 2500 r/min
Gearbox: Six-speed automatic
Fuel tank capacity: 55 litres
Towing capacity: 1600kg
Drive system: 4WD
Assist systems: ABS, EBD, Electronic Stability
Program
Ground clearance: 170mm
Price: R418 900
Quoted fuel economy: 7,5 litres/100km
www.hyundai.co.za
Other models: The 4x4 version comes only in this
specification, with an Executive diesel 4x2 also
available. Three two-litre petrol models remain,
with the entry-level model being the older,
Korean version first introduced to SA in 2010.

Facelifted in 2012, the ix35 has been one of Hyundai’s biggest success stories – it offers great value
for money and is both practical and comfortable to live with.
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